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Category: Bifocal Reading Glasses
Subcategory: Bi Focal Reading Glasses
Tip: “E-Bifocals”
The Egg Factory is developing a proprietary technology to create E-bifocal reading
glasses. These electro-active bi focal reading glasses can refocus automatically using
chemistry and an electrical current on whatever you are looking at. Wearers of
traditional bifocal glasses have to crane their necks and turn their heads to focus thanks
to the different curves of light from the two separate lenses. “E” bifocals can
automatically calculate the distance of where you are looking and convert that into a
new curve using software, a microchip and the electrical current boomeranging off the
field of vision back to the lens. For now, you'll have to stick to your regular bifocal eye
glasses. So far, “E-Bifocals” are only in the patent stage.
Tip: Avoid Rubbernecking
You've stuck your neck out so many times your friends say you look like a giraffe
wearing bi focal reading glasses. One way to eliminate the bifocals rubbernecking
problem starts with the computer. Place the monitor so that the center of the screen us
at about 17.5 degrees below eye level. Try to align your eyes with the top of the viewing
area of the screen. Be sure to do this wearing your bifocal reading glasses. Consider
getting a stand or lapdesk for reading material rather than holding the print down so
your neck and the curves of light constantly have to adjust. Read with bifocal glasses
with printed matter at eye level. You have enough to concentrate on during night driving
without worrying about your bifocal eye glasses. The plus here is that moving your head
during driving, provided you keep your eyes on the road, is actually a requirement. If
you have difficulty seeing instruments or the road within arm's length, consider trading
your bifocals for trifocals.
Tip: Bifocal Reading Sunglasses
ICU's 2109BFSR Sun Bi Focal Reading Glasses offer bifocal lenses that look seamless.
The gray/dark tint on these sun bifocal eye glasses hides any hint that the polka-dotted
frames contain bifocal lenses. There you have it, bifocal glasses disguised by fun
frames. The Calabria Jamaica tinted lens style of sun bifocal reading glasses are
lightweight and elegant. People will say, “I can't believe those are bifocals!”

Category: Brand Name Reading Glasses
Subcategory: Brand Name Eyeglasses

Tip: Best Brand Name Bifocals
Eyebobs can upgrade to bifocals, but you need an optician. We recommend an optician
for any bifocal brand name reading glasses. We haven't seen any Irish Eyes, Calvin
Klein or Scojo reading glasses bifocals. By elimination, the ICU Eyewear tinted aspheric
bifocal reading glasses and sun reading glasses take the prize for the best bifocals.
Tip: Calvin Klein Clones
Calvin Klein brand name reading glasses may look alike with the same rectangle lenses
and frames in different colors. They may not have the variety of Eyebobs, ICU Eyewear,
Irish Eyes or Scojo reading glasses. However, you're paying for the Calvin Klein quality
styling and perfect visual clarity. You can jazz up your Calvin Klein readers with rounder
Calvin Klein frames—just be sure to have your lenses adjusted or buy new lenses. The
classic Calvin Klein look is timeless and elegant on its own without adornments.
Tip: Eyebobs
Eyebobs are brand name reading glasses with an attitude. Forget Calvin Klein, Irish
Eyes, Scojo reading glasses and ICU Eyewear. Eyebobs have a variety of cool reading
glasses styles with names like “Nobel Winner,” “Loan Ranger,” “Fresh Man,” “Skeptic,”
and “AWOL,” so buy and wear them if you dare to be cool. You can even have your
optician convert Eyebobs to prescription glasses.

Category: Cheap Reading Glasses
Subcategory: Wholesale Reading Glasses
Tip: Wholesale Mini Reading Glasses
You may be thinking to yourself... * Mini reading glasses don't come with a mini price
tag. * You're not likely to find mini discount reading glasses, let alone mini reading
glasses wholesale. Yes, mini readers often cost more. But there's an exception to every
rule. Able Vision offers discount reading glasses, including mini readers, thinline reading
glasses and pop-tops from $9.99. Just be prepared: once people learn about wholesale
reading glasses pop-tops, the selling never stops. Buying great products at a mini
reading glasses sale may seem as impossible as you once thought finding mini
wholesale reading glasses.

Category: Designer Eyeglasses

Subcategory: Designer Eye Glasses
Tip: Calvin Klein Designer Eye Glasses
Calvin Klein discount designer eye glasses are out there for all bargain hunters to find.
However, when searching for discount designer eye glasses, don't think of “expensive”
as a bad word. You're paying for quality reading sun glasses or reading designer
eyeglasses. You're also paying for the brand name. While brand-name tunnel vision
may blind you to other great-looking discount designer eyeglasses that improve your
vision, don't assume that hunting for brand names is automatically a mistake. You're
making an investment in yourself.
Tip: Discount Designer Crystal and Hand Painted Eye Glasses?
There's nothing like owning crystal eye glasses and hand painted designer eye glasses.
Nothing...except owning crystal or hand painted designer eyeglasses and knowing you
got a bargain. Calabria offers some excellent discount designer eye glasses that are
hand painted. Calabria also offers discount designer eyeglasses set with Swarovski
crystals. We also favor the JC Crystal cheap designer eye glasses, since these
designer eyeglasses give you half-eye and rimless options.
Tip: Luxury Eyeglasses, Discount Prices
It's always possible to find knockoff designer eye glasses. Remember, though, that
“designer” doesn't necessarily mean a familiar brand name, such as Versace, but a
brand name such as Slimfold, Scojo or ICU that are renowned in the eyewear business.
Getting discount designer eye glasses means buying from the best crafters such as
Asset, Luxottica, Porpoise or Cinzia. Cinzia's Cateyes are the cutting edge of designer
eyeglasses, and cheap designer eye glasses to boot, as are Able Vision's Thinline chic
specs. Choose craftsmanship as well as brand and price when hunting for discount
designer eyeglasses.
Tip: Upscale on the Cheap
Designer eyeglasses maker Irish Eyes makes specs with “upscale” right in the title. Irish
Eyes' Upscale Readers are cheap designer eye glasses. The Japanese nickel-free
antique gold frames look like you spent a lot of yen, but you'll find these designer eye
glasses fit your budget. The slim elegant carrying case will tell you that you got a
genuine deal on these discount designer eye glasses.

Category: Designer Reading Glasses
Subcategory: Fashion Reading Glasses

Tip: Cinzia Trendies
The stylish Cinzia Trendies aren't rhinestone reading glasses, hand painted reading
glasses or crystal reading glasses. They are to other metal or plastic framed designer
reading glasses what Cross Ion Gel Ink pens are to regular fountain pens. Rimless style
around the lenses and bright red, black or silver frames in the back create an
unforgettable look for one style of these fashion reading glasses. If you're young and
creative, these compact fashion reading glasses that have a bold style are for you. Also
try the Cinzia Trendies Cateyes, whose feline shape and variety of colors will make you
purr!
Tip: Fashion Eyewear at the Office
Yes, even your eyes have a dress code in the corporate world. Gone are the rhinestone
reading glasses popularized by secretaries in the 1960s. Some points to remember: *
Rhinestones are out in fashion reading glasses, even for secretaries. * Unless you work
in an art gallery or funky store, hand painted reading glasses aren't appropriate, even on
casual Fridays. * Save the crystal reading glasses for the weekend. * Choose dark- or
neutral- colored frames to present a professional image. Choose silver, gunmetal,
brown or black for men, but brown, golden tones, silver, burgundy and coffee colors for
women. * You can never go wrong with gold or silver frames on your designer eye
glasses. * Stick with lenses shaped like ovals, rectangles and almonds. Big square
glasses look too severe.
Tip: Hand Painted Reading Glasses
Crystal reading glasses and rhinestone reading glasses can't beat hand painted reading
glasses for the cool factor. We like: * Calabria Hand-Painted 345-F designer reading
glasses with tortoiseshell dots on pink, blue, white and gray streaks. * The “‘60s Peace
Poster” Calabria Hand-Painted 345-D fashion reading glasses * The “English Garden”
Calabria Hand-Painted 796-E Readers * Any hand painted reading glasses by Calabria!

Category: Discount Eyeglasses
Subcategory: Discount Eye Glasses
Tip: Cheap Eyeglasses, Designer Frames
Discount glasses can let you have designer frames you crave. At many discount eye
glasses retailers, you can get Gucci frames at half or nearly half the retail price. If you
add your own lenses that you've taken care of, you have relatively cheap eye glasses.
Do you desire Dior? Discount eyeglasses put Dior within your reach at nearly half the
retail price. With Calvin Klein frames, thanks to Eyesave.com's cheap eyeglasses, you

have a sophisticated look at $50 off the retail price.
Tip: Great Discount Glasses
In many ways, looking for cheap eyeglasses is like picking stocks. You might want the
Microsofts, Dells, Chevrons, Pepsis, Disneys, and AT&Ts, but you can find terrific
up-and-coming cheap eye glasses by doing a little homework. Fortunately, discount eye
glasses aren't as risky as buying a penny stock no one has heard of. Choose Asset
Eyewear's discount eye glasses at $7.99. There's no way they'll go up...or down...after
you buy them. Plus, these cheap eyeglasses will make your eyesight last so that you
can read intraday and ten-year trading charts, although they won't allow you to spot the
next hot stock! The elegant Calabria Articulate rimless discount glasses are a
long-lasting investment, and much like Google and Yahoo, you probably didn't hear
about them before the eyewear revolution. And if your discount glasses manufacturer is
a leading company publicly traded, you can follow its stock price with...ta-dah...your new
discount eyeglasses!
Tip: Great-Looking Cheap Eyeglasses
Holy cheap eye glasses, Batman! Cinzia's Half Pint Orange with the inverted triangle
jewelry are discount reading glasses perfect for you base-down face types. They're a
great-looking pair of discount eye glasses that you can also buy in blue, purple and
black thanks to the great values! Buy these discount eyeglasses wholesale. We also
love ICU's stylin' half-rim cheap eye glasses and scallop top glasses, and don't forget
the ICU tinted UV 400 bifocal cheap eyeglasses.

Category: Eyeglass Frames
Subcategory: Eyeglass Frame
Tip: Gold, Silver, Crystal, Wood and Bone
Solid silver or sterling silver often accent designer eyeglass frames but don't make up
the whole eyeglass frame enchilada since silver is not comfortable. All that glitters is
gold, that is, gold plating, when it comes to gold eyeglasses frames. Wood and bone,
while less adjustable than other eyeglasses frame materials, look fashionable. Calabria
798 eyeglass frames have distinctive wooden temples. A crystal designer eyeglass
frame, sometimes set with precious or semiprecious stones, may drive up the price but
befits a black tie or other dressy occasion.
Tip: Matching Frame and Lens Color
Unless you buy tinted eyeglasses, you don't need to worry about matching eyeglasses

frames and lens colors. When you're buying a designer eyeglass frame for sun reading
glasses, you need to consider the overall effect. Matching a blue-gray eyeglass frame to
a light blue lens seems a good choice if you have blue eyes and a cool complexion.
However, you can also choose a darker or silver-tinted lens for your eyeglasses frame.
Contrast between eyeglass frames and lenses (for example gold eyeglass frames and
gray or black lenses), especially with hand-painted eyeglasses frames, aren't a face or
fashion faux pas.

Category: Eyeglass Lenses
Subcategory: Eyeglass Lens
Tip: Advanced Myopia Prescription Lenses
If you have a -6.00 prescription, you have extreme myopia! But your minus prescription
number shouldn't mean you have to subtract a lot of cash from your bank account, or
suffer with a heavy concave eyeglass lens. An aspheric high-index thin eyeglasses lens
or an aspheric progressive eyeglass lens can stand up to your advanced myopia and
have you singing, “I can see clearly now...I can see all obstacles in my way...” Another
choice for thinnest eyeglass lenses are polycarbonate, also known as featherweight,
eyeglass lenses, which you can wear in regular eyeglass frames if you're not doing
sports.
Tip: Aspheric Lenses
Aspheric eyeglass lenses are designed to rest lightly on the face and provide superior
optical function. However, even though aspheric eyeglass lenses are among the
thinnest eyeglass lenses, they can't counterbalance heavy frames. Wearing coke-bottle
frames with aspheric eyeglasse lenses is like wearing your baggy clothes after you've
lost a lot of weight. In general, the aspheric eyeglasses lens should be in a smaller
eyeglass frame such as ICU Eyewear's matte two-tone thin lozenge-shaped frame.
Your aspheric progressive eyeglass lens works well in a larger rounded frame such as
the one found on ICU's Bi-Focal O85BF.
Tip: Concave or Convex, Go High-Index
Whether your eyeglasses lens is concave to correct nearsightedness or convex to
prevent farsightedness, traditional corrective eyeglass lenses have thicker edges. In
fashionable eyeglasses such as ICU Eyewear and in Calvin Klein eyeglass frames, the
rims are thinner than the eyeglass lens. Rimless eyeglasses leave the thick eyeglasses
lens completely exposed, giving your specs a bizarre appearance. The progressive
eyeglass lens, the aspheric thinnest eyeglass lenses, and especially high-index
eyeglass lenses can bend light more, so are thinner and lighter since they require less

surface material.
Tip: Reducing Eye Distortions
The aspheric eyeglasses lens has flatter curves than a conventional eyeglass lens and
is positioned closer to the face. If you are wearing a strong correction lens, this will
make your eyes look normal size, flattering their shape. Conventional farsighted
eyeglass lenses enlarge the eyes, making them look overly large, while a nearsighted
eyeglasses lens gives your eye a piggy or beady look. The thinnest eyeglass lenses
usually have thin edges for strong minus or nearsighted prescriptions. The thinner
edges also flatter your eyes and face. For people with multiple vision problems, an
aspheric multifocal or progressive eyeglass lens shows off those beautiful green eyes
while improving eyesight.
Tip: Sports Lenses
The polycarbonate eyeglasses lens keeps parents from breaking their budget replacing
eyeglasses. If the scratch-proof UV-protected polycarbonate eyeglass lens can
withstand a rough-and-tumble day at school, your polycarbonate eyeglass lenses can
hold up under the pressure of a squash game. They are the thinnest eyeglass lenses
designed for athletics. A caveat: Only use polycarbonate eyeglass lenses in an
approved sports glasses frame. A regular designer eyeglass frame may be fine for a
progressive eyeglass lens, but won't weather the impact of a football tackle.

Category: Eyeglasses
Subcategory: Eye Glasses
Tip: New Glasses
You need to buy a new pair of eye glasses in the store or eye glasses online: * Every
time your prescription changes * You're tired of your old eyeglasses * Your glasses go
out of style and you need to buy new eyeglasses online * Your face shape changes,
e.g. after surgery or changes in weight. * Your hair color changes * Your eye doctor
makes recommendations—you should generally see your eye doctor once a year or
once every two years.

Category: Folding Reading Glasses
Subcategory: Clip On Reading Glasses

Tip: Comfortable Flip Up Reading Glasses
For maximum comfort, especially when reading contracts at the office, try Slimfold's
adjustable folding reading glasses. You can adjust the bridge of the clip on reading
glasses to fit your eyes and nose. Calvin Klein's spring hinges have retractable temples,
so that these black/Bordeaux/gunmetal/gold/tan flip-up reading glasses fit any face
perfectly. All foldable reading glasses and flip up reading glasses offer lightweight
frames and lenses that won't weigh down or pinch your nose and ears.
Tip: Stylish Foldable Reading Glasses
The Sharper Image made foldable reading glasses desirable and fashionable. While the
Slimfold I folding reading glasses look like your typical industrial/professional glasses
(ideal for men at the office), you aren't limited in your choices. Ablevision's Thinline
Folding Reader flip-up reading glasses fold to 1/4 of their size with ultra-thin styling that
complements your face. The colored frames of these foldable reading glasses match
the ultraslim cases that slip easily into pocket, briefcase, backpack or purse. MySpex
Foldable Reading glasses specializes in flip up reading glasses reading glasses—try
their rose and gold-framed style. Able Vision's Hilco Portable clip on reading glasses
have tortoiseshell and gold accents on the frames for that debonair intellectual look.
Let's not forget Calvin Klein's classic folding reading glasses with elegant rimless
styling, and spring hinges that mold these sexy specs to your face.

Category: Half Frame Reading Glasses
Subcategory: Half Frame Eyeglasses
Tip: Crystal Half-Eye Reading glasses
You've seen magnifying crystals, but have you seen crystal magnifying half glasses? JC
Crystal's Half Eye Crystal half frame reading glasses offer compact bejeweled elegance
with a less pronounced bridge. Swarovski crystals aren't just for full readers any more.
Now owners of half glasses can have them. The crystals adorning these half frame eye
glasses can add razzle-dazzle to a diamond-shaped or oval face.
Tip: Half Reader Protective Cases
Protect your half glasses with a leather case. Eyesave.com makes and sells its own soft
case for your magnifying half glasses. Whether you buy JC Crystal or Calabria half
frame reading glasses, Eyesave's black, brown or burgundy stitched leather case will
save your half frame eye glasses from damage.
Tip: Hand-Painted Half Glasses

Hand-painted magnifying half glasses aren't just a fantasy. We love the way that
Calabria's hand- painted half frame eye glasses still look petite and streamlined. The
modern-art markings won't call attention to the raised bridge of these half glasses.
Everyone will be too busy looking at the cool designs on your half frame reading
glasses!
Tip: Men's Half Frame Reading Glasses
Here's a secret. Guys care about their appearance as much as women do, witness the
phenomenon of the metrosexual. Your self-respecting metrosexual knows magnifying
half glasses such as the Calabria Readers Slip Brown look good on him, especially with
masculine colors. Half glasses in gunmetal have a streamlined sophisticated look that
accentuates the masculine appearance. Half frame reading glasses are lightweight yet
rugged and durable. For guys who grew up being teased about oversize eyeglasses,
half frame eye glasses may be the ticket.
Tip: Women's Half-Frame Glasses
Women's small half readers accentuate both your vision and your femininity. It's not
surprising that there are more options for women buying magnifying half glasses. ICU
Eyewear's Small Half Rim half frame eye glasses, available in black and white or brown,
and Able Vision's Hilco Gold II magnifying half glasses in the gold/tortoise combo offer
sophisticated look and function. Women may feel more comfortable than men when
wearing half glasses, plus women buy more accessories!

Category: Magnifying Reading Glasses
Subcategory: Reading Magnifiers
Tip: Clean Reading Magnifiers
You care for your reading magnifiers as you would your prescription magnifying reading
glasses and bifocal magnifying eye glasses. Invest in eyeglass cleaning sprays and
microfiber cloths for your magnifying glasses, and wipe lenses gently. That way, your
pocket magnifier glasses will last as long as your prescription eyeglasses will.

Category: Presbyopia
Subcategory: What is Presbyopia
Tip: Early Lasik Surgery and Presbyopia

Unfortunately, Lasik surgery or PRK surgery when you're twenty-five can't slow the
aging that leads to presbyopia. What is presbyopia, after all, but aging of the eyes,
which we all have? You can lessen the likelihood of presbyopia surgery and other
presbyopia treatments by taking care of your eyes. You can take vitamin formulas
especially designed for eyes and eat a diet rich in lutein in the intervening years to
strengthen eye health, but you may still develop presbyopia. You may have to have
Lasik surgery again as part of your presbyopia treatment.
Tip: Presbyopia Explained
What is presbyopia? Presbyopia is Greek for “elder eyes,” appropriate since it afflicts
people after forty. While forty may not be considered ancient any more, your eyes start
to age more rapidly, and the muscle fibers in the lens as well as the proteins within the
lens become harder and less flexible. As a result, you're less able to focus when you
view something close up. You have a varied choice of presbyopia treatments, from
Lasik presbyopia surgery to the conductive keratoplasty (CK) presbyopia treatment to
surgical reversal of presbyopia with scleral expansion bands. And of course, there are
always progressive aspheric and contact lenses.
Tip: Surgical Reversal of Presbyopia with Scleral Expansion Bands
What is presbyopia surgical reversal with scleral expansion bands? This presbyopia
treatment uses implants in the eye. You're familiar with corneal implants. The sclera, the
outer coat of the eyeball that forms the visible white of the eye and surrounds the optic
nerve at the back of the eyeball, becomes less flexible with presbyopia. In surgical
reversal of presbyopia with scleral expansion bands, the surgeon inserts four bands
below the surface of the sclera. These bands increase the distance between the lens
and the muscles that focus the lens, and may even augment the tension in the muscles
focusing the lens. Since the muscles' loss of flexibility causes presbyopia, the implants
seem viable presbyopia treatments from preliminary research studies. However, as with
any other new treatment, this presbyopia surgery improves vision for some patients but
not for others. Also, the bands may erode or expand, causing infection and/or
decreasing blood circulation in your eyes. Before considering this or any experimental
presbyopia treatment, talk with your eye doctor.

Category: Prescription Eye Glasses
Subcategory: Prescription Glasses
Tip: Non Prescription Eyeglasses
It can be risky to choose non prescription eyeglasses, and in particular prescription
glasses online, even if you know the magnification power, for example +3.00. You can

get away with it, and you can wear them. But we recommend sticking to your
prescription glasses. Don't experiment with your eyes. If you're seeking a backup pair of
glasses, don't skimp on the cost of prescription reading glasses. Purchase your
prescription eye glasses from your eye doctor or, if possible, by those prescription
glasses online.
Tip: Prescription Headaches
You may have headaches and dizziness after getting new prescription glasses. This is
not normal. Your prescription reading glasses shouldn't make your head hurt any more
than non prescription eyeglasses would. Visit your eye doctor to make a simple
adjustment to the new prescription reading glasses. If your prescription magnification is
too high, your prescription eye glasses will give you headaches, so see your eye doctor
immediately after the dizzy spells and headaches start. If you bought your prescription
eyeglasses online at a discount, make sure the retailer has a fair return policy.

Category: Reading Glasses
Subcategory: Reading Eyeglasses
Tip: Reading Eye Glasses Must-Haves
When buying glasses for reading, you obviously need the right magnification if you have
prescription eyewear. However, if you're buying reading glasses online without a
prescription, your reading eye glasses must have: * A durable case to prevent damage
(we like the case that comes with the Porpoise Super-Slim Clam), or a soft protective
case that won't scratch the lenses (such as ICU Eyewear's soft cases). * A durable
metal or hard plastic frame. * Proper magnification, if applicable—if you need +4.00
magnification, buy it—stores that sell reading glasses online allow you to select the
magnification when you order. Test your magnification needs by trying on eyeglasses in
the store and choose the lowest magnification needed for close reading. * A comfortable
fit around your eyes and ears. * A reasonably priced pair if you are going to buy several
to keep on hand in the car, at work, etc., so that you don't waste time hunting for your
glasses.
Tip: Reading Glasses Spring Hinges
The Aluminator style of Irish Eyes reading glasses features springs hinges for comfort.
When you read, choose the most comfortable eyeglasses for reading you can. Spring
hinges, unlike hinges held together with just a mini screw, have more flexibility,
expanding the rims to fit your ears. Your reading eye glasses stay firmly on and last
longer. Compact reading glasses make excellent use of the spring hinges. Be sure and
do a search for spring hinges reading glasses online.

Tip: The Glasses Don't Fit
Whether you bought your prescription reading glasses online or from your optometrist,
you don't have to suffer with a pair that hurts you. There's a simple solution: get a new
frame for your reading eye glasses. You can try out different frames in the store or at
the optometrist and order a different frame there so that the technicians can refit your
glasses. You're not out of luck if you bought reading glasses online. Just order new
frames and take them to an eyeglass repair shop. Be prepared to ditch those miracle
eyeglasses for reading. Compact reading glasses look sleek and minimalist, but they
may now be the best fit.

Category: Reading Sun Glasses
Subcategory: Tinted Reading Glasses
Tip: Computer Work and Reading Sun Glasses
Tinted reading glasses are the best when that flickering screen tests the resilience of
our eyes. Eyestrain is such a common occurrence that polarized reading glasses, even
special “computer glasses,” can save precious eyesight. You'd look silly wearing
reading sun glasses indoors. However, sun reading glasses are ideal for working your
laptop and sipping a latte in the sun at Starbucks. Consider your reading sunglasses an
investment in information technology.
Tip: Reading Sun Glasses Care
Your tinted reading glasses and polarized reading glasses are an investment in your
eyes and your appearance. Protect your reading sunglasses with a good quality case,
which usually comes with your purchase. Windex and other glass cleaners may work on
occasion to shine your sun reading glasses. For our money, reading sun glasses
cleaner sprays and microfiber cloths work best to maintain your investment. Keep your
sun reading glasses on a chain or in a holder when the reading sunglasses aren't in a
case.
Tip: Rose Colored Reading Sunglasses
Regardless of the color, polarized reading glasses and tinted reading glasses will filter
out glare and UVA/UVB rays. However, darker lenses may be more comfortable for
some people since lighter lenses of sun readers tend to intensify the sun. People who
aren't fond of the sun in their eyes while driving should skip pink or silver lenses in
reading sunglasses. Darker lenses in sun reading glasses tend to completely absorb
light. People who aren't bothered by the intensity of the sun can choose either light or

dark tinted lenses. Or, as with regular sunglass choices, you can opt for fashion over
practicality just so long as the lenses shield your eyes.

Category: Rimless Eye Glasses
Subcategory: Rimless Reading Glasses
Tip: A Ring of Rimless Light
Rimless eye glasses are lighter than other reading glasses and are beautifully light
reactive. Although the lenses of rimless glasses are invisible, they work well to let in
maximum light. If you want rimless glasses but want to limit sun glare, try tinted or
polarized sun rimless reading glasses. If you want to improve the quality of light and
magnification, you can substitute the lenses in the rimless eyeglasses you buy with your
own prescription lenses.
Tip: Rimless Eye Glasses and Your Face
Just as you can see better with your new rimless eyeglasses, people can see you
better. Rimless eye glasses show all of your face. Men especially like the bare
minimalist style of rimless glasses. Rimless reading glasses complement the masculine
features. Rimless glasses also show flatter the curves of women's faces. Pair a funky
colored rimless eyeglass frame with the simple light openness of rimless glasses and
your face will look its best.
Tip: Rimless Reading Eyeglasses Brands
You have a visual variety of rimless reading glasses with every style of rimless eyeglass
frame. Some of our favorites... * Irish Eyes Cheaters * Irish Eyes Aluminators * Able
Vision Lucite Readers Rimless Eye Glasses * Able Vision TR-1 Rimless Eyeglasses
*Scojo Reading glasses Popeyes Rimless We love the bright red frames combined with
the rectangle lenses of Cinzia Trendies Redefined Red rimless glasses.

Category: Slim Reading Glasses
Subcategory: Mini Reading Glasses
Tip: Scojo Gels
Scojo makes bleeding-edge ultracool slim reading glasses. Besides the Popeyes tube
reading glasses, the Gels mini reading glasses are Scojo fan must-haves. The Gels with
their gel colors have an advantage over the Popeyes tube reader. The TR90 memory

plastic adjusts to individual wearers to ensure optimum comfort and fit. When was the
last time you saw pen reading glasses do that?
Tip: Too Slim
The prevailing wisdom that you can never be too rich or too thin doesn't necessarily
apply to eyeglasses. The coolest pen reading glasses or sexiest tube reader won't be
worth much if the frames are too narrow for you to see properly. Of course, assuming all
things are equal, slim reading glasses can enhance a round or square face. The
slimmer the mini reading glasses, the better. Able Vision's MT-1 Ultra Thin tube reading
glasses and TR-1 rimless are perfect. Of course, depending on your face shape, slim
takes a back seat to lens and frame shape. ICU Eyewear's 4672 Rimless tube reading
glasses aren't the slimmest, but their small ovals flatter diamond, square, and oval
faces.
Tip: Top Pop-Tops
Pop-tops may sound like glasses you'd wear while wandering through a Dr. Seuss
book. But they're a hot trend in tube reading glasses. Only pen reading glasses have an
equal cool factor in the mini reading glasses category. Pop-top simply refers to the cool
plastic case you carry your Able Vision tube reader in. It's a way to stand out among the
myriad slim reading glasses on the market.

